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Liquid Plug Motion Noninvasive Detecting in Opaque
Microchannels via Grating Electrodes-Based Liquid-Solid
Nanogenerator

Nannan Zhao,* Hengxu Du, Meng Zou, Ziyue Xi, Hengyi Yang, Bowen Dong,
Yawei Wang, Hongyong Yu, Ruijiang Xu, Fangyang Dong, Huiwen Wang, and Minyi Xu*

The precision in controlling fluid flow is crucial for the efficiency of
microchannel devices. Consequently, it is essential to monitor the fluid within
microchannels in real time. However, the microchannel flow’s susceptibility to
disturbance and small size present challenges in sensing. A Liquid-Solid
Triboelectric Nanogenerator (TENG) with grating electrodes is proposed for
non-invasive sensing of liquid plug movements in microchannels and is
suitable for use with opaque channels. This sensor operates on the principle
of initiating multiple pulse signals via grating electrodes. And analyze the
motion of the liquid plug by the time difference between the signal peaks. It
facilitates the measurement of liquid plug count, average speed, average
acceleration, and the detection of flow direction. The liquid plug counters, and
flow direction sensors yielded clear and distinguishable signals. The liquid
plug average speed sensor achieves a 95% accuracy rate, and the acceleration
sensor accurately distinguishes speed trends of the liquid plug with more
than 85% precision. Grating electrodes are effectively employed for motion
sensing. Analyzing the motion of an object by the time difference between
voltage peaks offers greater stability than voltage magnitude analysis. Four
portable prototypes are designed to make them applicable for fluid sensing in
microchannel devices.

1. Introduction

Multiphase flow is widespread in various industrial and medi-
cal equipment applications. In microchannels, liquids often ap-
pear as liquid plugs within the form of multiphase flow. A fluid
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plug refers to a liquid that fills a sec-
tion of a channel. This phenomenon
is typically observed in microchannels,
which have an inner diameter of 3 mm
or less.[1] When a channel’s diameter
is sufficiently small, forming a liquid
plug, the liquid’s surface tension pre-
dominates over gravity. This character-
istic enhances the stability of the liq-
uid plug’s shape, rendering it resistant
to external disturbances. As a result,
a series of randomly distributed liquid
plugs can form in the microchannel.[2]

The ability of microchannels to ma-
nipulate the vapor-liquid interface has
spurred diverse applications, including
microchannel heat exchangers,[3] mi-
crochannel reactors,[4,5] medical drug
delivery,[6,7] and microfluidic chips.[8]

In practical applications, the accurate
manipulation and precise detection of
liquid plugs directly affects the efficiency
of industrial production. In microchan-
nel reactors, monitoring the real-time
movement and content of reactants in

each channel is crucial to ensure the mixing and reaction rates
and accuracy of multiple working fluids, as well as to minimize
by-product formation. When using microfluidic droplet gener-
ation chips, it is necessary to control the number and size of
droplets to ensure accuracy. The size, speed, and direction of
the liquid plug varies with external thermal conditions in certain
microchannel phase change heat exchangers. Thermodynamic
changes are consistently reflected in the movement of the liq-
uid plugs.[9] Monitoring the behavior of liquid working fluids can
help to improve the efficiency and design of heat pipes and other
categories of microchannel devices.

However, the options available for sensing and measuring the
movement of liquid plugs in microchannels are few and far be-
tween. Installing a sensor small enough for these tiny channels
presents a formidable challenge. Some techniques use capac-
itive or resistive measurements to detect fluid,[10,11] which re-
quire electrodes to be placed in the channel. First, these inva-
sive electrodes can cause irreversible changes to the flow char-
acteristics of the fluid in the channel. In addition, the unique
electrical properties of each fluid cause a number of problems
for the accuracy of the sensor.[12] This method falls short when
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it comes to simultaneously measuring liquid plugs of varied
compositions.

Visualization is another measurement technique that depends
on sophisticated high-speed camera technology. Examples in-
clude high-speed filming and particle tracking or fluorescent
marker filming.[13–15] This technique allows for the measure-
ment of almost all kinematic properties of liquid plugs, with the
accuracy ceiling hinging on the camera’s frame rate and post-
processing methods. However, this method comes with a major
drawback: it’s inapplicable to liquid plugs in opaque channels.
Therefore, there’s an urgent need in the field of microfluidics to
identify a suitable sensor that can tackle the challenges associated
with multiphase flow sensing technology.

Since Wang’s group introduced the triboelectric nanogener-
ator (TENG),[16] great strides have been made in power gen-
eration technology[17,18] and sensing methods[19–21] in various
fields. A wide range of innovative applications for TENG-based
self-powered energy have emerged in industry,[22] smart home
furnishings,[23] and within healthcare.[24] TENG has driven un-
precedented developments in energy and sensing technology
across various industries,[25] and is expected to drive even more
remarkable developments in flexible sensors,[26] and biomimetic
sensing.[27] The mechanism of TENG, which converts mechan-
ical energy into electrical energy, opens up thrilling possibilities
for object motion sensing technologies. Liquid-solid interface Tri-
boelectric Nanogenerator (LS-TENG) has demonstrated signifi-
cant potential in energy harvesting,[28–31] paving the way for in-
novative liquid motion sensing solutions.

Similar to many Solid-Solid interface TENG sensing tech-
niques, the underlying principles of these methods depend on
the correlation between the parameters and the amplitude of
the voltage signal.[32,33] Some researchers have developed sens-
ing strategies that track the target’s movement by analyzing the
frequency of electrical pulses.[34] The principle of this approach
bears similarity to those used in heart rate and grating speed
measurements. Recent research in TENG has delved into uti-
lizing machine learning and local feature recognition for signal
analysis. Recent research in TENG sensing has delved into uti-
lizing machine learning and local feature recognition for signal
analysis.[35,36] These sensing technologies have been innovatively
applied in a variety of contexts.

Nonetheless, these sensing methods are not perfect. The accu-
racy of these sensing technologies is highly dependent on the sta-
bilization of the voltage amplitude and the quality of the electrical
signal. Voltage amplitude stands as one of the most direct output
characteristics of TENG, with a myriad of parameters affecting its
magnitude.[37–40] Some parameters are difficult to control,[41,42] a
fact that also applies to LS-TENG. Therefore, for TENG sensing
applications dependent on voltage signal amplitude, it is essential
to perform controlled experiments to ensure the consistency of
other parameters. Designing TENG sensors for real and complex
application environments is a significant challenge. Implement-
ing the LS-TENG mode in microchannels poses an even more
serious problem.

There are several other methods that leverage the character-
istics of electrical signals to detect liquid in pipelines. Multiple
electrode array is used to measure the height of the liquid col-
umn in the pipe that is applied to the detection of the draught
of a ship.[43] Electrodes arranged at specific angles are used to

detect liquid columns in annular pipelines and facilitate ship tilt
detection.[44] The location of leaks is identified by analyzing the
electrical signal generated by bubbles in the pipe.[45] The length
of droplets on a microfluidic chip can be calculated by measuring
the duration of the voltage signal generated as the droplets move
across the electrode.[46] Table S1 (Supporting Information) shows
a comparison of these applications.

The present work proposes a novel approach to detect liquid
plug flow in microchannels. The Grating Electrodes Liquid-Solid
Triboelectric Nanogenerator (GLS-TENG) facilitates non-invasive
monitoring of liquid plug motion in opaque microchannels by
identifying of multiple electrical pulse signals. This is achieved
by connecting multiple pairs of electrodes in parallel to produce
electrical signals with distinctive characteristics, enabling the de-
tection of multiple voltage pulses in a single liquid plug move-
ment. The sensing process does not depend on voltage ampli-
tude or local features of the signal that carry implicit informa-
tion, making this method simple and reliable. With electrodes
mounted on the outside of the tube, this non-invasive detection
technique does not disrupt the mass flow of the fluid, making it
more suitable for opaque channels or where visualization is im-
practical.

2. Experimental Section

A schematic diagram of the experiment system is shown in
Figure 1a. A plunger pump served as the liquid plug driver,
an electrometer functioned as the signal detector, and a high-
speed video camera confirmed the measurement outcomes. The
plunger pump regulated the flow rate, ensuring consistent and
uniform movement of the liquid plug within the microchannel.
The syringe of the plunger pump was connected to one end of
the microchannel through a hose. The plunger pump propels the
empty syringe, driving the liquid plug through the microchannel
while leaving the other end of the microchannel open to the at-
mosphere.

Figure 1b shows an enlarged view of a sensor in the experi-
mental setup. Copper electrode rings were attached to the outside
of the microchannels to assemble the four liquid plug sensors.
These rings were then soldered to the wires and connected as
shown in Figure 1c. The wires were connected to the electrometer
and there was no need to distinguish between positive and nega-
tive terminals. Before each experiment, a micro-syringe was used
to inject a predetermined volume of liquid into the microchannel.
Prior to each experiment, a predetermined volume of liquid was
injected into the microchannel using a micro-syringe.

Reproduction of the output voltage amplitude in each experi-
ment was difficult to guarantee because the output voltage ampli-
tude may vary in experiments conducted at different times with
the same parameters as far as possible. Consequently, each series
of experiments was conducted independently within the same
time frame. To minimize the error, the experiment was repeated
five times for each parameter.

The Fluorinated Ethylene Propylene (FEP), Polyvinyl Chloride
(PVC), and Nylon pipes used in the experiments had an outer wall
diameter of 3 mm. Three sizes of tubing with inner diameters of
1, 1.5, and 2 mm were used. The fluid media used were Deionized
water (DI Water), Ethanol, and a 0.9% sodium chloride aqueous
solution (NS). The electrodes were made of brass rings with an
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the experimental system. a) a partial view of a liquid plug speed sensor with two pairs of electrodes. b) Electrode
connection of GLS-TENG: counter i), speed sensor ii), acceleration sensor iii), flow direction sensor iv) c).

inner wall diameter of 3 mm and an outer diameter of 5 mm.
Two types of electrode rings, 3 and 5 mm in length, were used.
The wires used to connect the electrodes in parallel were 0.6 mm
diameter bare copper wires soldered to the outer wall of the elec-
trode ring using soldering tin. To facilitate electrode spacing ad-
justment, nylon engineering plastics of various lengths, such as
3, 5, and 10 mm, with an inner diameter of 3.2 mm and an outer
diameter of 7 mm, were placed between some of the electrodes.
The devices were held in place by 3D-printed brackets made of
PLA plastic. The bracket was equipped with internationally rec-
ognized red and black banana plugs to connect the two poles of
the devices.

The voltages were measured with a Keithley 6514 electrometer.
The red and black probe holders were attached to the correspond-
ing banana plugs. A Phantom V2012 high-speed camera was
used for visualization verification. The maximum resolution of
the camera was 1280 × 800, with frame rates of 500 and 1000 fps.
The movement of the liquid plug was facilitated by a LEAD-
FLUID TYD01-01 plunger pump that pushes air into the syringe
with a flow rate range of 0.184 μL mi−1n to 83.318 mL min−1. The
syringes used were DM Disposable sterile syringes with a capac-

ity of 20 mL. The conversion of the flow rate from the plunger
pump to the flow speed in the 2 mm inner diameter microchan-
nel is shown in Table S2 (Supporting Information). Acrylic panels
and electronic components for portable products were purchased
or customized from Jialichaung Company.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Structure and Principle of Grating Electrodes-Based
LS-TENG

The fluid within the microchannel tends to form a plug flow with
a random distribution of vapor bubbles and liquid plugs. The
variance in dielectric constants between vapor bubbles and liq-
uid plugs in the microchannel offers a chance to monitor liquid
plug movement via TENG. The sensor is constructed of uncom-
plicated materials, including copper ring electrodes that combine
to form a free-standing TENG electrode. These electrodes are at-
tached to the outside of an FEP tube, which is hydrophobic and
carries a negative electrical charge, thereby creating a standard
tubular LS-TENG.
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Figure 2. Structural diagram of a noninvasive grating electrode liquid-solid Triboelectric Nanogenerator suitable for detecting liquid-plug motion in
opaque microchannels. a) Liquid plug sensor design blueprint. b) Comparison of voltage waveforms of four sensors under different operating conditions.
c).

When a liquid plug flows through this tube-type LS-TENG, a
sensitive voltage signal can be detected, enabling a liquid plug
counter function. By connecting the electrodes of LS-TENGs
in parallel, a GLS-TENG with a grating electrode structure is
formed, which generates multiple pulse signals from the move-
ment of a single liquid plug. Figure 2a shows the parallel elec-
trode connections, where the first electrode in each LS-TENG
electrode pair is connected, followed by the second electrode.
Through this parallel connection, three types of sensors are devel-
oped to calculate the average speed and acceleration of the liquid
plugs and to determine their flow direction. The liquid plug sen-
sor design blueprint is shown in Figure 2b. Figure 2c shows these
sensors and their voltage waveforms in operation. Based on these
waveform patterns, four portable sensor products are created that
are able to detect the movement of liquid plugs in real-life situa-
tions. GLS-TENG exhibits a high level of signal sensitivity, min-
imizing numerous unnecessary errors by forgoing signal ampli-
tude analysis. GLS-TENG exhibits a high level of signal sensitiv-
ity, minimizing numerous unnecessary errors by forgoing signal
amplitude analysis. Its non-invasive detection characteristics and
suitability for opaque channels make it suitable for a wide range
of microfluidic sensing applications.

3.2. Performances of Grating Electrodes-Based LS-TENG

The one-pair electrode LS-TENG consists of two copper rings
mounted on FEP tubes to act as electrodes. Figure 3a shows the

contact angle of DI Water on the flattened FEP tube wall and the
surface morphology of FEP observed through a scanning elec-
tron microscope. The image at the bottom of Figure 3a, created
through numerical simulation and actual photographs, displays
the concave gas-liquid interface morphology of the liquid plug in
the microchannel, influenced by surface tension.

Figure 3b illustrates the operating principle of the LS-TENG.
Due to its free-standing structure, it can be assumed that the liq-
uid plugs flow uniformly within the microchannels. Within the
triboelectric series, water tends to exhibit positive electronegativ-
ity, in contrast to FEP, which exhibits negative electronegativity.
The liquid plug surface is positively charged and the FEP tube is
negatively charged by the triboelectric effect. As the liquid plug
approaches the bottom of a copper electrode, it attracts electrons
from the more distant copper electrode to the closer one. As a re-
sult, the more distant electrodes become positively charged and
the closer electrodes become negatively charged, creating a po-
tential difference in the external circuit. Likewise, as the liquid
plug moves past the left electrode and approaches the right elec-
trode, another electron transfer occurs in the opposite direction.
The reversal of the potential results in the generation of an alter-
nating current (AC) voltage signal.

The various parameters affecting the amplitude of the voltage
signal were investigated in subsequent stages of the study. A mi-
crochannel tube was used for the experiments. By default, the
outer diameter was 3 mm and the inner diameter was 2 mm.
The copper electrodes used had an internal diameter of 3 mm,
an external diameter of 5 mm, and a length of 5 mm, giving a
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Figure 3. The contact angle of DI water on the wall of a PEP tube, the surface morphology of an FEP tube wall under scanning electron microscope and
microscope, morphology simulation, and photographs of liquid plug formation in a microchannel. a) Working principle of the LS- TENG with one pair
of electrodes. b) The output Voltage measured with different Liquid ingredients and tube materials c), electrode spacing d), different channel diameters
but same liquid plug lengths e), different channel diameters but the same liquid volume f), and different plug lengths g) Waveform of the voltage signal
detected when the liquid plug moves in different directions. h) Output voltage measured at different speeds of liquid plug movement. i).

distance of 10 mm between the edges of the two electrodes. The
first factor evaluated was the material. The tubing materials used
in the experiments included FEP, PVC and nylon. The liquid me-
dia used were DI Water, Ethanol, and NS. To ensure consistency,
parameters such as the volume and speed of the liquid plug were
carefully controlled. The results of the orthogonal experiments
show that the choice of different tubes and fluids results in dif-
ferent voltage signal amplitudes produced by the LS-TENG, as
shown in Figure 3c. This variation correlates with each material’s
unique ability to confine electrons. The output voltage of the LS-
TENG will be close to zero in the special case where nylon is used
as the channel material. This is attributed to the similarity in elec-
tron affinity between nylon and the liquids used, which are close
in the sequence of triboelectric materials. This suggests that LS-
TENG sensors require two materials with very different electron
confinement capabilities to ensure sensor validity.

Figure 3d shows the effect of the electrode spacing on the out-
put voltage, but does not reveal the significant pattern. Then ex-
perimented with the pipe diameter parameter. The inner diame-
ter was set to 1, 1.5, and 2 mm and all other dimensions of the
FEP microchannel were left as default. DI water was used as the
liquid plug medium. In the first group, the liquid plugs had a uni-
form length across channels of different diameters (Figure 3e),
whereas in the second group, the liquid plugs had a uniform
volume (Figure 3f). Appropriate pump flow rates were deter-
mined for each channel diameter throughout the experiments to
negate the effect of speed (Table S3, Supporting Information).
This ensured that the liquid plugs moved at a uniform speed
in each channel. Additionally, liquid plugs of different lengths
were tested in a 2 mm diameter channel (Figure 3g). In the first
group, the larger the diameter of the channel, the larger the con-
tact area of the channel with the liquid plug and the higher the
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voltage, while keeping the length of the liquid plug the same. In
the second group, since the volume of liquid is the same, the
liquid plug is the shortest in the channel with the larger diame-
ter, and increasing the diameter of the channel causes the volt-
age to decrease. These experiments effectively reflect the contact
area between the liquid plug and the channel wall, demonstrat-
ing that an increased contact area boosts the output voltage of the
LS-TENG.

The electrical signal waveforms shown in Figure 3h were then
obtained by deliberately changing the direction of movement of
the fluid plug. The waveforms for both forward and backward
motion show unique AC patterns but overall appear to resemble
a positive pulse signal. In all of the above experiments, the slight
fluctuation in voltage amplitude was partly attributed to the resid-
ual liquid remaining in the channel after the first liquid plug had
passed.

Figure 3i shows the relationship between the voltage signal
and liquid plug speed as the liquid plug speed is varied by the
plunger pump with all other dimensions held constant. As the
speed of the liquid plug increases, the amplitude of the volt-
age signal noticeably increases and its duration decreases, as we
would intuitively expect. The faster the liquid plug moves, the
higher the amplitude and the shorter the pulse duration of the
voltage signal will be.

The results from these experiments are suitable for sensor de-
velopment, including those aimed at composition detection, flow
direction detection, liquid plug length measurement, and speed
measurement. However, these parameters are just a small por-
tion of the numerous factors that influence the output voltage,
and they are relatively simple to implement. However, these are
not the only parameters that can have a significant effect on the
voltage amplitude of the LS-TENG. Factors that are more dif-
ficult to control, such as the ambient temperature and humid-
ity, also play an important role. In real-world applications, these
issues are unavoidable, so all parameters must be collectively
considered. Therefore, a change in the amplitude of the voltage
alone cannot be a definitive indication of which specific parame-
ters have changed. However, in a carefully controlled experiment,
variations in voltage amplitude can still be a powerful tool for elu-
cidating many specific scenarios within complex questions.

In attempts to design TENG sensors, the variability of the
output voltage signal, which is influenced by numerous factors,
poses problems for sensor reliability. Nonetheless, it also offers
fresh insights and directions for the development of sensors
equipped with grating electrodes. The aforementioned experi-
ments showed that the passage of a liquid plug through an LS-
TENG equipped with a single pair of electrodes results in the gen-
eration of a single pulse signal. By positioning a certain number
of LS-TENG units along the outer wall of an FEP microchannel
tube, they can sequentially generate an identical number of elec-
trical pulse signals. Following this concept, a Grating Electrode
Liquid-Solid Triboelectric Nanogenerator (GLS-TENG) was devel-
oped by connecting two sets of LS-TENGs in parallel and arrang-
ing them in an intertwined pattern, as shown in Figure 4a.

To validate this concept, numerical simulations were per-
formed using COMSOL Multiphysics software, using the same
geometric parameters and boundary conditions to closely repli-
cate real-world scenarios. The voltage waveform simulation ap-
proach proposed by Xie[47] was followed, and the simulated wave-

forms (Figure 4b) confirmed the validity of this assumption, with
consistent amplitudes of the two waveforms.

As shown in Figure 4c, the principle of charge transfer on the
electrodes in the GLS-TENG is also investigated. For ease of un-
derstanding, the electrodes are referred to as e1, E1, e2, and E2
(from left to right), and the corresponding charge transfers as
Qe1, QE1, Qe2, and QE2. Similar to the LS-TENG in other re-
search, the electrode charge transfer is driven by the electrostatic
interaction between the liquid plug and the electrodes. The dis-
tinction is that the electrons at each electrode interact with a pos-
itively charged liquid plug, necessitating the loss of some elec-
trons at each electrode to neutralize the electrostatic induction
force. However, the strength of the electrostatic induction varies
with the distance between the liquid plug and each electrode
(Equations (1)). F is the interaction force between the charges, k
is the Coulomb constant, Q1 and Q2 are the charges, and r is the
distance between the charges. Electrostatic induction decreases
with distance. Consequently, the quantity of electron transfer on
each electrode varies. More electrons are required to achieve equi-
librium when there is greater electrostatic induction between the
electrodes and the liquid plug. In this schematic, the length of
the arrows is used to indicate the amount of electron transfer or
the magnitude of the potential difference (u).

F = k ×
Q1 × Q2

r2
(1)

In the first stage (Figure 4c–i), as the liquid plug passes un-
derneath e1, the positive charge on the surface of the liquid plug
simultaneously attracts varying amounts of electrons from the
three electrodes: E1, e2, and E2 respectively, and transfers them
to e1. Since the electrostatic induction force on E2 is the weakest,
it requires only a small number of electrons to reach equilibrium.
So E2 transfers the most electrons, while E1 transfers the fewest.
However, some electrons are transferred directly from e2 to e1
because e2 is bonded to e1. The overall effect of the amount of
charge transferred to the external path by this route is shown in
Equation (2), at which point the voltage waveform shows an up-
ward trend.

|
|Qe1

|
| = |

|QE1
|
| + |

|QE2
|
| (2)

In the second stage (Figure 4c–ii), the liquid plug moves to the
center of e1 and E1, where they are in similar states, causing the
charge transfer between them to cancel out. At this stage, some
electrons from e2 and E2 are taken by e1 and E1, respectively.
Since the electrostatic induction on E2 is comparatively weaker
than on e2, it requires fewer electrons than e2. As a result, E2
assumes a more pivotal role in utilizing electrons to offset the
positive charge between E1 and e1. Overall, a limited number of
electrons are still transferred from E2 to e1 via the external path.
Although the charge transfer at this point is minimal, it aligns
directionally with the first stage. The potential difference is at its
maximum at this position, corresponding to the moment when
the first peak appears in the waveform.

In the third stage (Figure 4c–iii), the liquid plug reaches a po-
sition just underneath E1. The charge transfer of this stage mir-
rors that of the first stage, but in the opposite direction. The over-
all effect of charge transfer via the external path at this stage is
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Figure 4. Liquid Plug Speed Sensor Dimensions. a) Waveforms of a liquid plug speed sensor simulated numerically in COMSOL. b) Working principle
of the liquid plug speed sensor. c) Waveform of the voltage signal detected when the liquid plug moves in the speed sensor. d) Waveforms of voltage
signals are detected in the liquid plug speed sensor when the liquid plug moves at different speeds. e) Accuracy of the measurement results of the
liquid-plug speed sensor in comparison with the visualized measurement results. f).

outlined in Equation (3). As the direction of charge transfer along
the external path is reversed, the potential difference between the
two pairs of electrodes gradually disappears, resulting in a falling
voltage waveform.

|
|QE1

|
| = |

|Qe1
|
| + |

|Qe2
|
| (3)

In the fourth stage (Figure 4c–iv), the liquid plug enters the
gap between E1 and e2, with the electrostatic induction effects
on each pair of electrodes being symmetrical. By bypassing the
external circuit, electron transfer takes place exclusively between
the connected electrodes. Consequently, external charge transfer

is minimized in this stage, signifying the end of the first voltage
waveform pulse, which drops to its lowest level. In the next stage,
the liquid plug moves to the right half of the GLS-TENG and fol-
lows the same charge transfer process as the previous four stages.
So, the complete voltage waveform has two pulses. It is particu-
larly important to emphasize that the position of the peaks corre-
sponds to the center of each pair of electrodes.

The moment at which the liquid plug reaches the center of e1
and e2 is called t1 and the moment at which the center of E1 and
E2 are reached is called t2. The distance between the centers of
the two pairs of electrodes is set at 25 mm. Thus, the average
speed of the liquid plug can be easily calculated by dividing the

Adv. Mater. Technol. 2024, 2301926 © 2024 Wiley-VCH GmbH2301926 (7 of 12)
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displacement (L) by the time interval (t2 –t1). Figure 4d shows the
voltage signal waveform generated as the liquid plug traverses the
GLS-TENG, marked by two pairs of electrodes, peak moments (t1
and t2), and displacement (L). The average speed vmean is calcu-
lated using Equation (4).

vmean = L
t2 − t1

(4)

This principle makes it possible to use a GLS-TENG with two
pairs of electrodes as a sensor for measuring the speed of liquid
plugs. In this experiment, the plunger pump pushed the air in-
side the syringe, propelling the liquid plug inside the microchan-
nel and ensuring uniform movement. There are limits to the pre-
cision of the injection pump. The visual speed measurement data
is used for comparison to ensure that the liquid plug speed is its
actual moving speed. A high-speed camera was used to capture
real-time images of the microchannels as the liquid plugs moved
through them. Transparent microchannels were therefore used
for the experiments. After each experiment, the actual speed of
the liquid plug was assessed using visual velocimetry and com-
pared with the speed calculated from the voltage waveform.

Figure 4e shows the voltage signal waveforms produced by the
same liquid plug at five different speeds. Increasing the speed
results in a shorter pulse duration, as with the LS-TENG. For
an electrical signal with two peaks, a higher speed results in a
shorter time interval between the peaks, in line with intuitive ex-
pectations. The speeds calculated from the waveforms were then
compared with actual measurements, showing that this method
of speed measurement is more than 95% accurate (Figure 4f).
This is a simple and very accurate way of measuring the speed,
which is a satisfactory result.

Inspired by the average speed measurements in the previous
section, acceleration measurements can be realized by simply
adding a pair of equally spaced electrodes to the liquid plug speed
sensor. The principle of electron transfer is the same as the speed
sensor. Subsequently, three pairs of electrodes are arranged in
parallel, with the method of parallel connection and detailed di-
mensional parameters shown in Figure 5a. There should be three
peaks after passing through a liquid plug.

The feasibility of the acceleration measurement conjecture
was verified in COMSOL Multiphysics by configuring three pairs
of equidistant electrodes. In conventional TENG simulations,
only the steady state waveform of the uniform linear motion of
the liquid plug can be simulated using the Parameter Sweep
method. To simulate the variable speed movement of the liquid
plug, it is necessary to define an additional function nested within
the parameter to be swiped. An interpolating motion coordinate-
time function is illustrated here with an initial speed of 0 mm −1s
and an acceleration of + 0.1 mm −1s2. The liquid plug will fol-
low this function during the parameter sweep, and the specific
coordinate settings are presented in Table S4 (Supporting Infor-
mation). The speed change of the liquid plug movement and
the coordinate change graph are shown in Figure S7 (Support-
ing Information), and the three peak times are marked (Figure
S7b, Supporting Information). In the simulated waveform result
(Figure 5c), three pulse signals emerge and the time gap between
the peaks becomes progressively smaller.

The results of the actual experiment are also in line with the
conjecture, as follows. The time interval between the three peaks
gradually decreases as the liquid plug accelerates. During uni-
form motion, the time interval between the peaks remains con-
stant. Conversely, during deceleration, the time interval between
the three peaks gradually increases, as shown in the actual wave-
form in Figure 5b.

Figure 5d shows the waveform generated by a liquid plug mov-
ing back and forth at a uniform speed within the channel of the
acceleration sensor. The time instants of the three wave peaks
are denoted as t1, t2, and t3, and the displacement of the liquid
plug is 2×l. All these parameters can be measured. The average
acceleration, expressed as amean, is calculated using Equation (5).

amean =
v2 − v1

Δt
=

l
t3−t2

− l
t2−t1

t3 − t1
(5)

After verifying the calculated results with a high-speed camera,
it was found that the accuracy of the liquid plug acceleration sen-
sor exceeded 85% (Figure 5e). GLS-TENG accurately identifies
trends in speed changes of liquid plugs within microchannels.
This method is an aid to identifying fluid flow behavior.

Furthermore, by modifying the spacing between the elec-
trodes, the GLS-TENG equipped with three pairs of electrodes
was converted into a sensor for detecting the direction of liquid
plug flow. Specifically, two pairs of electrodes were placed closer
together, while the third pair was placed further apart, as shown
in Figure 5f. Given the uneven spacing between these three pairs
of electrodes and the wave peaks that occur in the center of each
pair of electrodes, the time intervals between the three pulse sig-
nals should be uneven when a liquid plug is flowing uniformly.
This type of waveform was also simulated in COMSOL Multi-
physics (Figure 5g).

As shown in Figure 5h, as the liquid plug moves from left to
right at a uniform speed, it first encounters two closely spaced
pairs of electrodes, resulting in two adjacent pulse signals. Subse-
quently, as the liquid plug moves through the region without elec-
trodes, the waveform exhibits no significant undulation. Finally,
the third waveform begins to appear as the fluid plug reaches
the last pair of electrodes. Conversely, a symmetrical waveform
will be generated if the liquid plug flows uniformly from right
to left within the microchannel. Physical and rendered views of
the GLS-TENGs (liquid plug averaged acceleration sensor and
flow direction sensor) with three pairs of electrodes are shown
in Figure 5i,j. This provides an innovative method for detecting
the direction of motion of a liquid plug in an opaque channel.

3.3. Demonstration of Grating Electrodes based LS-TENG

Figure 6a(i–iv) shows the electrode connections of the four sen-
sors, sample waveforms, and signal peak sampling method.
Video S1–S4 (Supporting Information) further demonstrates
their features. These sensors are based on analyzing the fre-
quency characteristics of pulse occurrences and do not consider
the voltage signal amplitude, which improves accuracy by limit-
ing uncontrollable conditions.

Adv. Mater. Technol. 2024, 2301926 © 2024 Wiley-VCH GmbH2301926 (8 of 12)
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Figure 5. Dimensional parameters of liquid plug acceleration sensors. a) Voltage signal waveforms of the liquid plug in the liquid plug acceleration sensor
at constant speed, acceleration, and deceleration, respectively. b) Voltage waveform of a liquid plug accelerating through a liquid plug acceleration sensor
simulated with COMSOL. c) Examples of voltage waveforms when the liquid plug moves uniformly in a liquid plug acceleration sensor and sampling
points for acceleration calculation. d) Accuracy of the measurement results of the liquid-plug acceleration sensor in comparison with the visualized
measurement results. e) Dimensional parameters of liquid plug flow direction sensors. f) The voltage waveform of a liquid plug accelerating through a
liquid plug flow direction sensor was simulated with COMSOL. g) Voltage waveforms of the liquid plug moving in different directions in the liquid plug
flow direction sensor and sampling points for determining the flow direction. h) Photographs (i) and schematics (j) of liquid plug acceleration sensors
and liquid plug flow direction sensors.

To implement these sensing methods, four portable sen-
sors were constructed to count liquid plugs, measure average
liquid plug speed, calculate average liquid plug acceleration,
and sense liquid plug flow direction. An 18 650 Li-ion bat-
tery powers the entire sensing system, and an Arduino Nano
serves as the controller, as shown in Figure 6c. The devices
are connected to the sensor via an Analog pin (A0) and a
Ground pin (GND) as the sensing pins. The Arduino Nano

incorporates a filtering algorithm that stabilizes the signal
and boosts anti-interference performance (Video S5, Support-
ing Information). Then processes filtered signals, calculates
results, and displays them on the OLED screen. Figure S5
(Supporting Information) shows the structural design of four
portable sensors. Figure 6d provides a rendered model of the
overall structure of a liquid plug sensor (acceleration sen-
sor), and Video S6 (Supporting Information) demonstrates

Adv. Mater. Technol. 2024, 2301926 © 2024 Wiley-VCH GmbH2301926 (9 of 12)
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Figure 6. Voltage waveforms and sampling point diagrams of four types of liquid-plug motion sensors. a) Block diagram of the operation program of
the portable sensor for liquid plug counter; b) liquid plug average speed sensor; c) liquid plug average acceleration d) and liquid plug flow direction
sensor. e) System diagram for the circuit design of the portable sensor. f) Rendering of the structure of a portable sensor for detecting the movement of
a liquid plug. g).

Adv. Mater. Technol. 2024, 2301926 © 2024 Wiley-VCH GmbH2301926 (10 of 12)
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Figure 7. Medical drug delivery. a) Microfluidic chip. b) Microchannel reactors. c).

the functionality of these four microchannel liquid plug
sensors.

Figure 6b(i–iv) shows the block diagram of the design program
for these four sensors. Connect the pin of the sensor according
to the corresponding color before use. The liquid plug counter
senses the voltage value of the LS-TENG via the “A0” Analog mea-
surement pin, and records and filters the data. The “Counter”
is incremented by “1” when the voltage exceeds the predefined
threshold. When the voltage is detected above the set threshold,
add “1” to the “Counter”. Then, proceed with a “Delay” before the
next count cycle. In the same way, the speed sensor of the liquid
plug records the data of the voltage values and the peak times
(peak time 1, 2) above the threshold from the “A0” pin. Once the
two peaks have been recorded, it calculates the difference in time
(t2 – t1). Then, it computes the average speed of the liquid plug
movement based on the electrode spacing (l). The liquid plug ac-
celeration sensor will record continuous peaks three times (Peak
time 1,2,3). Take in the set electrode spacing (l) and solve the av-
erage acceleration of the liquid plug according to Equation (5).
Similarly, three consecutive peak times are recorded by the liquid
plug movement direction sensor. The time difference (∆t1, ∆t2)
between each two adjacent peak moments is then calculated. The
direction of liquid plug movement is determined by comparing
the values of “∆t1” and “∆t2”.

GLS-TENG is applicable to a range of microchannel devices.
For high-precision medical drug delivery systems (Figure 7a), the
installation of liquid plug counters and speed sensors enables
more accurate dosage control. It can also detect harmful air bub-
bles in medical infusion lines. In biological or chemical microflu-
idic chips (Figure 7b), this method can replace traditional visu-
alization methods for droplet counting and droplet generation
rate detection. In microchannel reactors, sensors can also be at-
tached to the microchannels to monitor chemical fluid transport.

Figure 7c shows a simple example where two chemical liquids,
blue and red, mix and react to form chemical liquid component
3. Liquid plug counters and velocity sensors can be mounted on
the pipe wall to track the dosing, delivery and reaction rates of the
different reactants. The GLS-TENG is a significant breakthrough
in the field of liquid plug flow sensing and its development may
lead to further advances in microfluidic technologies.

4. Conclusion

In this work, the pattern of the electrical pulse signal was found
by testing the effect of various parameters on the LS-TENG volt-
age signal. This pattern was then used to develop the GLS-TENG,
which is capable of accurately detecting the motion characteris-
tics of liquid plugs in microchannels. The sensors achieve an ac-
curacy rate of 95% in the calculation of the average speed of the
liquid plug and an accuracy rate of more than 85% in the calcula-
tion of the average acceleration. Additionally, they precisely count
liquid plugs and accurately identify the flow direction. Based on
these designs, four prototypes were fabricated, which have sig-
nificantly increased the practical value of the GLS-TENG sen-
sors. These non-invasive electrodes have minimal impact on fluid
flow characteristics in microchannels and are more cost effec-
tive than visual observation methods. They are also suitable for
use in opaque channels or confined environments where visual
inspection is impractical. Unlike methods that analyze param-
eter changes by voltage amplitude, the GLS-TENG method of-
fers higher accuracy, making it ideal for high-precision microflu-
idic sensing. This new method of monitoring fluids within mi-
crochannel devices could guide improvements to these devices to
significantly increase efficiency.

Furthermore, this technique opens up new opportunities for
structural innovation in TENG sensors. Grating electrodes are
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particularly suitable for detecting target motion behavior. Using
grating electrodes, multiple signals can be detected in a single
movement of a single target. Unlike previous detection modes
that depend solely on voltage amplitude, grating electrodes only
rely on the presence of voltage pulse signals, which can eliminate
most unstable factors. This makes it well suited for applications
such as rotational speed measurement, movement monitoring,
displacement detection, trajectory detection, motion trend detec-
tion, motion posture, etc.

Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or from
the author.
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